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Televic’s Interpreter Desk is a demonstration of user 

centered design. It embodies a new approach to enhance 

the working comfort of the interpreter. The unique 

focus on superior user feedback, improved ergonomics 

and intuitive interfacing makes it the most user-friendly 

professional interpreter desk on the market today. 

The Televic Interpreter Desk has been designed by and for 

the professional interpreter.

Designed to take a minimum amount of space on the 

table, the Televic Interpreter Desk optimizes the limited 

space that is available in the typically packed interpreter 

booths. Hardware and software blend together and create 

a seamless experience for the interpreter.

The design of the Televic Interpreter Desk is clear and 

minimalistic, innovative yet familiar and complying with 

the strict ISO standard for interpreter equipment. It helps 

freelance, residential and visually impaired interpreters to 

do their job better, more focused and yet more relaxed.

The fi rst
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1    Color display for control and information

2    Push-to-select jog wheel

3    Braille indicators

4    6 Relay buttons

5    A/B/C channel selection

6    Large microphone button

7    Back-fi ring speaker

8    Rotational controls for headphones volume, 

speaker volume, bass and treble
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Remote interpretation ready

Ergonomic design

Feeling in control

What if you could deliver HD video, lip-sync’d 
to the interpreters without extra video distribution 
amplifi ers and without extra cables? 

Up until now, delivering High Defi nition video to 
remote interpreter booths was a cumbersome and 
expensive process. 

Thanks to the Plixus® network technology and 
HDMI output on the interpreter desk, adding a 
screen for the interpreters is easy and cost-effective.

A perfect solution for interpreter booths that are 
located away from the conference room and where 
interpreters lack visual contact with the speaker.

The angle of the desk’s faceplate has been 
optimized for an optimal viewing angle and a 
relaxing hand position while using the controls. 
This ergonomic design allows using the interpreter 
desk comfortably, even during long meetings.

Visually impaired interpreters were instrumental 
in assisting Televic with the design of its new 
interpreter desk. 

Thanks to their input on how design could make 
their work easier, the Televic Interpreter Desk has 
braille indications near the buttons, tactile 
references to guide the interpreter to the right 
functions and audible feedback when using 
the desk.
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Feature-rich innovation

On-screen user interface

 Ergonomic design with split use/control zone.
 Tactile and acoustic feedback for visually impaired interpreters.
 Hearing Protection Technology (Patent Pending).
 Intuitive layout of controls.
 Small footprint with back-fi ring loudspeaker.
 Color screen with intuitive display of information and settings.
 HDMI connection for displaying a close-up view on the speaker in High Defi nition and lip-synchronized.
 6 relays and A/B/C channel selection.

The on-screen user interface is used for set-up and 
adjusting the desk to the interpreter’s liking. It then 
provides valuable feedback and information to 
the interpreter while he or she is on the job. 

Important functionality includes:

 Visual feedback of selected relay, outgoing 
channel, muted incoming and outgoing 
channels, fl oor channel.

 A visual representation of interpretation level.
 Visual indication of sound level.
 Overlay of messages, current agenda topic, etc.
 Home button to instantly display 

the main conference interpreting screen.
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This Televic product is Plixus® Powered. 
It takes full advantage of the Plixus 
Conference Network Technology: 
an innovative, future-proof technology 
developed by Televic offering high 
performance, security and redundancy in 
mission-critical conference applications.

Plixus® Powered

1    Plixus Multimedia Engine

2    Plixus Network Extender

3    Televic Interpreter Desk

4    Plixus Network

5    HDMI connection

6    HD Monitor

7    Delegate Conference Equipment

8    PTZ camera’s

9    Video source

10    Video switcher
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The Televic TEL15 Headphones and HS15 Headset have been developed specifi cally for professional 
conference interpreters. Optimized for perfect wearing comfort, easy cleaning and excellent sound 
reproduction, they are an ideal supplement to the new Televic Interpreter desk.

Recommended accessories

TEL15 Headphones
for Professional Conference Interpreters

HS15 Headset
for Professional Conference Interpreters

 Wide frequency range
 Ultra lightweight
 Wide adjustment range
 Soft TPE headband
 Easy to sanitize
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 Omni directional condenser mic
 Excellent sound quality
 Single 3.5 mm jack
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www.televic-conference.com

Televic - Conference NV (main offi ce)
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